ABSTRACT. Let Λ = (λ k ) be a sequence of non-zero complex numbers. In this paper we introduce the strongly almost convergent generalized difference sequence spaces associated with multiplier sequences i.e. 
Introduction
Throughout the article w, ∞ , c, c 0 denote the spaces of all, bounded, convergent and null sequences respectively. The studies on difference sequence space was initiated by K i z m a z [8] . He studied the spaces
for Z = ∞ , c and c 0 , where ∆x k = x k − x k+1 , for all k ∈ N.
It was shown by him that these spaces are Banach spaces, normed by
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AYHAN ESI -BINOD CHANDRA TRIPATHY
The notion was further generalized by E t and C o l a k [1] as follows: Let m ≥ 0 be an integer, then
for Z = ∞ , c and c 0 , where
The generalized difference ∆ m x k has the following binomial representation
for all k ∈ N. Later on the notion was further investigated by T r i p a t h y ( [19] , [20] ), E t and E s i [2] and many others.
Let A = (a nk ) be an infinite matrix of complex numbers. Then A is said to be regular if and only if it satisfies the following well-known Siverman-Toeplitz conditions
The scope for the studies on sequence spaces was extended by using the notion of associated multiplier sequences. G o e s and G o e s [7] defined the differentiated sequence space dE and the integrated sequence space E for a given sequence space E, using the multiplier sequences (k −1 ) and (k) respectively. Some other authors took some particular type of multiplier sequences for their study. In this article we shall consider a general multiplier sequence Λ = (λ k ) of non-zero scalars.
Let Λ = (λ k ) be a sequence of non-zero scalars. Then for E a sequence space, the multiplier sequence space E(Λ), associated with the multiplier sequence Λ is defined as
The notion of paranormed sequence space was studied at the initial stage by N a k a n o [12] and S i m o n s [17] . It was further investigated from sequence space point of view and linked with summability theory by M a d d o x [10] , L a s c a r i d e s [9] , N a n d a [13] , R a t h and T r i p a t h y [14] , T r i p a t h y and S e n [21], T r i p a t h y [20] and many others.
STRONGLY ALMOST CONVERGENT GENERALIZED DIFFERENCE SEQUENCES

Definitions and preliminaries
Throughout A = (a nk ) be an infinite regular matrix of non-negative complex numbers and p = (p k ) be a sequence of real numbers such that p k > 0, for all k ∈ N and H = sup k p k < ∞. Let m ≥ 0 be an integer and Λ = (λ k ), be a multiplier sequence. Then we define
We get the following particular cases of the above sequence spaces by restricting some of the parameters m, p, A = (a nk ) and Λ = (λ k ).
When A = (a nk ) = (C, 1), Cesàro matrix, we mention the above mentioned spaces by
When m = 0 and Λ = e = (1, 1, 1 
Main results
The proof of the following result is obvious.
Ì ÓÖ Ñ 1º Let A = (a nk ) be a non-negative matrix and p = (p k ) be a bounded sequence of positive real numbers. Then 
where M = max 1, sup
and by Minkowski's inequality g(x + y) ≤ g(x)+g(y). We now show that the scalar multiplication is continuous. Whenever ξ → 0 and x → θ, imply g(ξx) → 0. Also x → θ, we have g(ξx) → 0. Now we show that ξ → 0 and x fixed imply g(ξx) → 0. Without loss of generality let |ξ| < 1. Then the required proof follows from the following inequality. 
From (3), we have sup
Hence from (1), (4) and (5) 
By (3) we have
is a linear space, so we have
This complete the proof.
Ì ÓÖ Ñ 3º
Let A = (a nk ) be a non-negative regular matrix, 0 < p k ≤ q k and
where
Hence we have
Ì ÓÖ Ñ 4º Let A be a non-negative regular matrix and p = (p k ) be such that
The other cases can be established similarly.
Ì ÓÖ Ñ 5º
. Then for each 0 < < 1, there exists a positive integer J such that
(iii) The Proof is a routine verification.
Statistical convergence
A complex number sequence x = (x k ) is said to be statistically convergent to the number L if for every > 0,
where the vertical bars indicate the number of elements in the enclosed set. In this case we write stat-lim x k = L. The idea of statistical convergence for sequence of real numbers was studied by F a s t [4] and S c h o e n b e r g [16] at the initial stage. Later on it was studied from sequence space point of view and linked with summability methods by S a lá t [15] , F r i d y [5] , F r i d y and O r h a n [6] , T r i p a t h y [18] and many others.
A complex number sequence x = (x k ) is said to be ∆ When Λ = e, the space S(∆ m Λ ), becomes the generalized difference statistically convergent sequence space defined and studied by E t and N u r a y [3] . Now, we shall give some inclusion relations between w 1 [∆ m , Λ, p]-convergence and ∆ m Λ -statistical convergence.
